spatial frequencies (as projected onto the retina) and these will dominate perceptual grouping mechanisms. With increasing distance, the highest frequencies are lost, and the components of the visual scene to which the viewer is most sensitive change systematically [10] . The multi-scale processing of images has been exploited to create hybrid pictures that vary with distance in, for example, perceived identity [7] ( Figure 1A ). In nature, manipulation of pattern elements potentially allows for control over which features are visible from which distance. We tested whether a distance-dependent pattern displaying (low spatial frequency) camouflage when viewed from a distance and (high spatial frequency) aversive stripes when close can confer survival benefits over either alone. In experiments 1, 3 and 4, we presented paper moth-like targets pinned to tree bark, and baited with dead mealworms, to free-living avian predators (Supplemental information).
In experiment 1, we used targets designed to have aversive coloration (yellow-and-black stripes, a typical aposematic color, although it does not actually matter if the aversion is via another mechanism, such as neophobia), background matching camouflage and a distance-dependent dual-function pattern exhibiting camouflage from a distance but revealing aversive stripes when close ( Figure 1B ). This dual-function pattern was created using a Fourier transform to combine the high frequency yellow-and-black stripes with the spatial frequencies of background matching camouflage lower than those in the aversive pattern. Additional treatments controlled for the removal of high frequency information from the camouflaged pattern, the addition of stripes per se, and the role of low frequency patterning with a plain average color reference.
We Camouflage and warning coloration are usually viewed as alternative defensive strategies at opposite ends of the conspicuousness continuum. However, camouflage is compromised by factors such as habitat heterogeneity and motion [1] , and aposematism bears the cost of ineffectiveness against ignorant, hasty or nutritionally stressed predators [2] . To reduce these costs, it has been suggested that camouflage and warning coloration can be combined by the use of patterns that are detectable at different distances [3] . This hypothesis finds support in experiments on humans searching for photographs of animals on computer screens [4] [5] [6] . Using spatial frequency blending, a technique developed in computer graphics [7] , we show that such distance-dependent defences are effective under field conditions against natural, avian predators. We isolate the mechanism as concealment-at-a-distance and avoidance-close-up. This supports the argument that color patterns need not be optimised for one defensive strategy, and that signals may change with viewing conditions. Warning signals are often considered to benefit from high conspicuousness -being obvious increases distinctiveness from palatable species, allows predators time to assess the prey and increases the effectiveness of predator learning [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, especially in multipredator environments where reactions to the defence vary, maximal conspicuousness may be a handicap. Indeed, recent studies have suggested that there is no survival benefit from being spotted at a greater distance [8] . Distance-dependent patterns may allow animals to gain a secondary defence if camouflage is broken or, conversely, reduce their encounter rate with predators that are either naïve or ignore the warning in favour of compensating nutrient gain [2] .
Distance-dependent signals can take advantage of the fact that the eye's sensitivity to contrast varies with angular spatial frequency [9] . At a given distance, the eye will be most sensitive to particular angular or from the addition of non-aposematic stripes (a-f: z=-0.493, d.f.=1, p=0.622), indicating that the survival benefit for E results from the specific addition of yellow-and-black stripes, not from any other manipulation of the pattern.
In experiment 2, we used human subjects, walking a ca. 1 km transect through the same woods as for the bird experiments, to assess the initial detection distance of the targets used in experiment 1. There was no treatment difference in detection probability (χ 2 =3.369, d.f.=5, p=0.656), but detection distance did differ (F 5,95 =9.23, p<0.001; Figure 1D ). There was no significant difference, either positive or negative, between the initial detection distance of background matching and dual-function treatments (a-e: t 95 =1.31, p=0.194; a-f: t 95 =1.33, p=0.188). Conversely, detection occurred at a greater distance for yellow-andblack stripes (a-d: t 95 =5.26, p<0.001) and the plain control (a-c: t 95 =3.60, p<0.001). Therefore, the addition of high frequency stripes to a camouflaged pattern does not decrease or enhance crypsis, at least as measured using human surrogate predators. The survival benefits of hybrid cryptic/ aposematic patterns in experiment 1 are therefore parsimoniously explained by close range aversive properties of yellow-and-black stripes.
To confirm the aversive effect of yellow-and-black, in experiment 3 ( Figure 1E ) we tested the relative survival under avian predation of yellowand-black stripes compared to brownand-black stripes on a background against which both were conspicuous (beech bark instead of oak, the former being smooth and a different average color from our targets). Yellow stripes had a significantly higher survival rate than a plain reference treatment (p-y: z=-4.963, d.f.=1, p<0.001), whereas brown stripes did not (p-s: z=0.318, d.f.=1, p=0.751). Similarly (experiment 4; Figure 1F ), on beech where no treatments are cryptic, we found combined oak-bark/yellow-stripes to have higher survival than oak-bark alone (a-e: z=-2.399, d.f.=1, p=0.016) whereas combined oak/brown-stripes survived similarly to oak (a-f: z=1.595, d.f.=1, p=0.111).
Taken together, our results show that distance-dependent changes in detectability allow color patterns that exploit very different mechanisms to be combined to produce a defence more effective than either in isolation [4] . This adds weight to previous studies where certain species have been linked with distance-dependent patterns [4] [5] [6] , and indicates that this should be taken into account when trying to understand seemingly compromised coloration. We would expect these principles to be exploited to allow camouflage to be combined with other types of signals (e.g. sexually selected), wherever the audience is likely to detect the pattern at different ranges.
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